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Minesto Tidal Energy 

Minesto develops a new concept for tidal power plants 
called Deep Green. The power plant is applicable in areas 
where no other known technology can operate cost 
effectively due to its unique ability to operate in low 
velocities. Minesto expands the total marine energy 
potential and offers a step change in cost for tidal energy. 



• A coarse model of the turbine has been made 

– Not for exact absolute values of cp and ct 

– Investigating trends 

• Work procedure 

– Parametric geometry 

• Stl triangle mesh created with small script/program (Ruby 
script language used) 

– Automatic 

• Mesh (cfMesh) 

• Simulation (simpleFoam with modified solver+swak4Foam 
runtime function) 

• Evalutation (shell script) 

• Future work 

– Connect to suitable optimization algorithm 

CFD simulation of ducted turbine 



Scripted Geometry 

Turbine geometry created from script 
Stl-file is created 

animation 

This approach was easier than trying to do it in  
OpenSCAD. Creating STL-triangles are not that hard  
after all… 



• cfMesh, only refinement volumes 

 

Volume mesh 

MRF region selected 
with toposet 
actions 

( 

    { 

        name    TURBINE; 

        type    cellSet; 

        action  new; 

        source surfaceToCell; 

        sourceInfo 

        { 

          file            "geom/sliding_zone.stl"; 

          outsidePoints   ((-0.3 0 0));    // definition of outside 

          includeCut      false;              // cells cut by surface 

          includeInside   true;              // cells not on outside of 

surf 

          includeOutside  false;              // cells on outside of 

surf 

          nearDistance    -1;                 // cells with centre near 

surf 

                                            // (set to -1 if not used) 

          curvature       0.9;                // cells within 

nearDistance 

        } 

    } 

); 



• Iteration 0-2000  converge max speed 
• Iteration 2000-2050  ramp down speed 
• Iteration 2050-2200 converge next 

speed 
• Iteration 2200-2250 ramp down speed 

• … 
• … 

 
• This is only possible if MRF is reinitialized 

while ramping speed add 
mesh.update() in the simple.loop() in 
simpleFoam.C 

Solution strategy 

MRF1 

{ 

    type            MRFSource; 

    active          true; 

    selectionMode   cellZone; 

    cellZone        innerCylinderSmall; 

    nonRotatingPatches (duct); 

 

    MRFSourceCoeffs 

    { 

        origin      (0 0 0); 

        axis        (1 0 0); 

        omega       table 

        ( 

            (0    -10) 

            (100  -260) 

            (2000 -260) 

            (2050 -230) 

            (2200 -230) 

            (2250 -200) 

            (2400 -200) 

            (2450 -170) 

            (2600 -170) 

            (2650 -140) 

            (2800 -140) 

            (2850 -110) 

            (3000 -110) 

            (3050 -80) 

            (3200 -80) 

        ); 

    } 

} 

fvOptions 



Some underrelax functions using swak4foam 

relaxationFactors 

{ 

p               0.95; 

U               0.001; 

k               0.001; 

epsilon         0.001; 

} 

Initial values 

Ramping of  
underrelax 

Residuals from 
a run 



Input output 

Input: 

Output: 

Simple to run many designs. 
 



Evaluation 

Find Cp/Ct-max (Ruby script) 
Basic result extraction (shell script) 



Automated CFD 

Entire analysis automated via script. 
Desired parameters are chosen and 
then CFD could be run from one 
script. 
The output is processed with a script 
as well. 

Best and worst design so far: 
The turbine on top has the worst Cp/Ct-
ratio and the other the best so far 

Cp/Ct=0.57 

Cp/Ct=0.50 



Output 

TPR cp (Eq) ct (Eq) cp/ct (Eq) 

1 0.130 0.446 0.291 

1.5 0.214 0.483 0.443 

1.7 0.230 0.482 0.478 

2 0.235 0.471 0.499 

2.5 0.192 0.439 0.438 

3 0.086 0.393 0.218 

3.5 -0.085 0.310 -0.273 

From SSPA measurements From DOE 



A case is prepared for you 
Author to this method is Bjorn Bergqvist. Please refer to me or communicate if 
you use the turbine geometry model in your work. 
 
Prerequisites: 
OpenFOAM 2.?.? (used by 3_run_simulation.sh) 
cfMesh (used by 2_create_volume_mesh.sh) 
OpenSCAD (used by 2_create_volume_mesh.sh, tunnelfactor 1 is already 
generated) 
Ruby 2 with spliner gem (for splined pitch, otherwise any Ruby will do) 
   (install with: "gem install spliner") 
 
Description of files and directories: 
 
Allrun 
   Run through script 1_ to 3_ 
 
1_create_geometry.sh 
   Not necessary to run. Turbine geometry with pitchmod=0 is 
   already generated in geom/turbine.stl. 
   Usage: ./1_create_geometry <pitchmod> 
   were <pitchmod> is modification of turbine blade pich 
   if you are unsure: use pitchmod=0 
 
2_create_volume_mesh.sh 
   Usage: ./1_create_volume_mesh.sh <tunnelfactor> 
   where <tunnelfactor> is the size of the tunnel where the turbine is simulated 
   if you are unsure: use tunnelfactor=1 
 
3_run_simulation.sh 
   Usage: ./3_run_simulation.sh <tunnelfactor> 
   will run on 4 cpus 
   (change in decomposeParDict and 3_run_simulation.sh for other cpu count) 
 
post_moment_table.sh 
   Averages moments and forces from 990 to 1000 iterations. 
 
Allclean 
   Removes generated mesh and simulation. 
 
turbine_geometry 
   The Bjorn Bergqvist(C) turbine geometry. 
 
cfMesh.template 
   Directory with files used by cfMesh. 
 
simpleFoam.template 
   Directory for simulation (steady state, MRF) 

Will be available through http://www.discretizer.se 
Follow me at Twitter @discretizer 

Parametric 
Geometry 
(variable pitch) 

Coarse mesh 
will give you results 
in minutes on a  
laptop  

http://www.discretizer.se/


I used this case to look at… 

…our turbine supplier geometry, just had to modify MRF-region,  
mesh refinement cylinders, rotational speed etc 

Intentionally blurred 


